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Copac Collection Management Tool Project 
Guidance on optimal work flows 

 

Based on the York and Leeds case studies at: 

 http://copac.ac.uk/innovations/collections-management/  

 

Why use ISBNs? 
 

At the moment (July 2012) running a file of ISBN numbers through the Copac Tool gives the 
most reliable set of results.  It is possible to use other local numbers (e.g. bibliographic record 
numbers), but because different libraries have catalogued the same book using a variety of 
different records you will only get partial results, i.e. you only find those copies which are 
linked to the same Copac record as yourself.  It is hoped that the imminent release of the new 
Copac database will fix this problem. 

 

Things to think about before you start 
 

 Be clear about the questions you are trying to answer and make sure you work with a 
set of bibliographic records in your own system that will help you answer those 
questions.  What are the search criteria that will result in that set of records? 

 How many records are in that set?  If it is a large number of records, could you 
consider using a sample instead? Will the size of the data set cause you any 
problems in processing at a later stage? 

 Ensure that you export the ISBNs in a suitable file format, either for direct uploading 
to the Copac Tools or for importing into Excel. 

 If importing into Excel, you will want it to treat the ISBNs as text rather than numbers.  
And not to “drop” leading zeroes! 

 Within MARC records, the ISBN field often contains other data regarding format, 
price, etc.  At what point is this going to be stripped out?  And how? 

 

Running a search 
 

Whatever you intend to use the data for, the initial process is the same. 

Step 1: Prepare a list of ISBNs 

1. Derive from your LMS (or have your Systems Team derive for you) a list of ISBNs for 

the specific stock group of interest 

2. Open the file of ISBNs and save as “notepad” file, or .txt file.  

 

Step 2: Run file of ISBN numbers through the Copac Tool 

3. Open the CCM tool (beta interface), at http://copac.ac.uk:8020/beta 

4. Select Uploading a file and browse to locate the appropriate file 

5. Select number type as ISBN 

6. Limit search results by selecting all holding libraries, and all libraries.  In ‘Tailor 

Search’ deduplicate records with a shared ISBN 

7. Select Search 

http://copac.ac.uk/innovations/collections-management/
http://copac.ac.uk:8020/beta
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The search will run.  The length of time taken for the report to run will depend on size 
of file.  A file of 13500 currently takes approximately 7 minutes. 

Step 3: Find your results 

8. You will not be automatically notified of the completion of the report running unless 
you subscribe to the RSS feed.   To check manually if the report has run, return to the 
front page by clicking on the Copac Collection Management heading at the top of 
the report page.  On the front page select Uploading File and then Search History.  
Each time this is repeated it will refresh the reports screen.  Alternatively, use your 
browser‟s Refresh button. 
 
When the search is complete, the report will show at the top of a list of reports, with a 
file name based on the name of the file you submitted.  The type face colour will 

change on completion of the search from a bright red to a dull red.  

Step 4: Display your results 

9. Click on the file name to produce results.  The number of results is listed at top of the 
page with a description of the search criteria used:  
e.g. Search results 1–25 of 9016 for Upload file kmzall020e containing 13490 
ISBNs ; Deduplicated with a shared ISBN.  

Results for individual titles are listed with availability in other libraries listed alongside.  

10. Click on visualisations of search results for graph and map information.   

 

Saving your results to Excel for future use 
 

If you want to keep your data for future reference, you will want to export your results to Excel 

and save on your local drive, thus: 

The Graph Data  

This identifies how many libraries each of your items is in.  To save this data: 

11. Select Graph Data and click on Export 

12. Save the file in Excel on your local drive as a .csv file 

13. Open the file and sort by Number of holding libraries.  

14. If you want to recreate the graph from the Copac Tool visualisation in Excel: 
o Open the Excel file saved with the graph.csv extension 
o Click on „Insert‟, click on „PivotTable‟ and choose „PivotChart‟ 
o A pop-up box will appear asking you to choose your data range, but Excel will 

automatically select all available data, so click OK 
o You will then see the Pivot Table Field List on the far right hand side. Drag 

and drop „standardNumber‟ in to the bottom right „Values‟ area. Then drag 
and drop „numberofHoldingLibraries‟ into the „Axis Fields‟ area 

o Once you have changed the title and added axis titles, right click on the chart, 
select Move Chart and choose to move it to a New Sheet 

o Save the file as an Excel spreadsheet (.xlsx) 
 

The Map Data 

This shows what proportion of your collection is held in other libraries.  To save this data: 

15. Select Map Data and click on Export 
16. Save the file in Excel on your local drive as a .csv file 
17. If you want to recreate the graph from the Copac Tool visualisation in Excel: 
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o Open it and remove any rows which just have ISBN data (spill-over from the 

row above). 

o Hide columns B-D, highlight columns A and E, and insert a column chart (just 

choose the first option from the variety of styles offered).  Now right click 

anywhere in the chart, and click on „Move Chart‟, select „New Sheet‟ and say 

OK. It now moves your chart into a second worksheet.  Now save this as an 

Excel spreadsheet, which won‟t overwrite the original .csv file. 

 

Analysing and using your results 

Identifying the items which are unique or held in a specific number of libraries  

 

York are interested in identifying material held only in York, and in material held in 8 or more 
libraries.  See their case study for full details.  Their procedure is: 

 

18. Save and sort the Graph Data, as in steps 11-13 above. 
19. Copy the appropriate listing (i.e. ISBNs held only in York, or ISBNs held in more than 

8 libraries) to a new spreadsheet, editing all other information out of the file except for 
ISBNs 

20. Convert this list/have this list converted by Systems Team into a shelf-ready list with 
full bibliographic information for selection at the shelf 

 

Building up a profile of how rare or ‘special’ a collection is 

 

Leeds are interested in building up a profile of all their collections to show which ones contain 
a high proportion of material which is rare in the country (“heritage collections”).  See their 
case study for full details.  Their procedure is: 

 

21. Save and sort the Graph Data, as in steps 11-13 above 
22. Record how many books in a specific collection are in less than or equal to 3 libraries 

(including Leeds), and how many are in less than or equal to 4 libraries (including 
Leeds).  Convert this raw number to a percentage of the whole collection. 

23. To find out how many libraries hold a large proportion of a collection, use the Map 
Data, as described in steps 14-16 above 

24. Now calculate how many libraries hold 1/3, 1/2 and 2/3 of the books in the collection. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Ruth Elder, York 

Maureen Pinder, Leeds 

 


